No. 137-RL/O/I/6S-12/13

Dated, Howrah, the 2nd day of February, 2018

From: Joint secretary
to the Government of West Bengal

To: The District Magistrate,(All)......

Sub: Enhancement of Ceiling Limit regarding Construction new Relief Go-down under different Blocks/Districts of West Bengal.

Sir,

I would like to inform you that the authority has been pleased to accord Enhancement of the Ceiling Limit regarding the cost of construction of Relief Go-down at different Blocks/Districts of the State on proposed land with an approved estimate of Rs. 18.12 lakh (Eighteen lakh and Twelve Thousand) only according to the Model Plan and Model Estimate provided by this Department with this order as enclosed herewith.

The actual Vetted Estimate and Plan of the particular Relief Go-down will have to be authenticated by the District engineer, as Identical to the Models provided by this Department. Other usual norms and observation of Govt. Rules & Regulation shall remain unchanged.


Yours faithfully

Joint Secretary
to the Govt. of West Bengal
No. 136-RL/FR/I/65-01/15

Dated. Howrah, the 2nd day of February 2018

From: Joint secretary
to the Government of West Bengal

To: The District Magistrate,( All) ..............

Sub: Enhancement of Ceiling Limit regarding Construction new Flood/Cyclone Shelter under different Districts of West Bengal.

Sir,

I would like to inform you that the authority has been pleased to accord Enhancement of the Ceiling Limit regarding the cost of construction of a unit Flood/Cyclone Shelter at different Blocks/Districts of the State on proposed land with an approved estimate of Rs. 60.94 lakh (Sixty lakh and Ninety Four Thousand) only according to the Model Plan and Model Estimate provided by this Department with this order as enclosed herewith.

The actual Vetted Estimate and Plan of the particular Flood/Cyclone Shelter will have to be authenticated by the District Engineer, as Identical to the Models provided by this Department. Other usual norms and observation of Govt. Rules & Regulation shall remain unchanged.


Yours faithfully

Joint Secretary

to the Govt. of West Bengal